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In recent weeks, myths designed to breathe life into the failed Yamhelas Westsider Trail have 

captured the imaginations of its advocates.  But now disclosed emails from Yamhill County 

officials, Commissioner Kulla, and ODOT, tell a dark story demonstrating those myths are just 

that and that there is a deeper truth yet to be uncovered.  The now-disclosed public records show 

that (1) by June 2020, the state had determined that the completion of the trail is “improbable” 

and was demanding its money back; (2) key County officials including Commissioner Kulla 

knew full-well that they were gambling with taxpayer dollars and chose to spend millions in 

grant dollars to establish a trail that lacked necessary legal approvals, based upon nothing more 

than the hope that they could somehow push it through; (3) Commissioners Starrett and 

Berschauer not only did not kill the trail (it was dead already), they have also been good stewards 

of taxpayer dollars by not voting – not even once – for spending money on the trail when it 

lacked any of the necessary land use permits and it is evident to anyone paying attention that 

necessary land use permits can never be approved; (4) Commissioner Kulla and county staff 

were privately coordinating with Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail and other private 

operatives - from PR campaigns, lobbying efforts, manufacturing public comments, trying to run 

a Yamhill County family out of business and attempting to transfer county assets to allied 

groups; and (5) county officials have been working their own agendas, keeping to themselves 

key information that should have been shared in real time with the full Board of Commissioners 

in public meetings. 

We hope to help set the record straight below. 

Myth:  Under a new county commission, the trail can be approved. 

False:  There are numerous reasons why the trail cannot be approved, including: (1) the trail 

does not meet the farm impacts test despite three years of county and trail advocate-led efforts to 

demonstrate otherwise; (2) the Carlton Fire Chief told the county in no uncertain terms that the 

trail posed significant fire risk of harm to people on and around the trail; and (3) the trail is 

prohibited under the unequivocal terms of the county code on AF-20 and industrial zoned lands 

(the Belt’s).  The trail was never approvable, regardless of what county officials portray.   The 

same officials who now assert the trail can be approved are the ones who are shocked that their 

other wholly unmeritorious legal positions landed the county with a nearly $50,000 attorney fee 

award.   

Myth:  Commissioners Berschauer and Starrett are costing the county millions in trail 

repayment obligations.   

False:  Wholly false.  Neither Commissioner Berschauer nor Starrett have voted to spend money 

on the failed Yamhelas Trail.  Moreover, the county triggered grant repayment obligations in 

June 2020 for its flagrant violations of the Connect VI grant terms:  On June 18, 2020, ODOT 

gave the county an ultimatum to either promise a date certain when the trail will be opened to the 

public or pay the ODOT grant back.  The County could not then, as it cannot now, give ODOT a 

date certain or any date that is even aspirational, for that matter, for project completion 

because the project was then and is now illegal.  The repayment obligations were triggered 

months before Commissioner Berschauer was a seated Commissioner.   Blaming Commissioner 
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Berschauer and Commissioner Starrett is false, derogatory and deflects responsibility from the 

true culprits – the Commissioners who voted (1) to accept the federal and ODOT trail grant 

promising that the trail was lawful, before making any reasonable inquiry or having any idea if 

that were a promise the county could keep, and (2) to continue to spend said grant well after it 

became clear that doing so created, at the least, a serious risk of repayment liability.  ODOT told 

the county the jig was up in 2020; but instead of discussing the problem openly – with the Board 

of Commissioners  and public – Commissioner Kulla and aligned county officials tried to make 

the “problem” go away – from keeping secret ODOT’s position that the YWT cannot be 

approved, to a highly improper effort to try to get the Governor’s office to influence LUBA, to 

threatening to unleash Kulla’s “reporter friends” on ODOT and its director – for doing nothing 

more than enforcing clear grant terms the County accepted exactly as ODOT is required to do in 

its fiduciary role of protecting the public’s money ODOT administers: 
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Myth:  Commissioner Berschauer killed the trail.   

False:  This is wholly false.  The trail was dead long before Commissioner Berschauer took 

office.  It was dead after failing to meet the Oregon farm impacts standards – legal tests that 

everyone knows apply to it.  Her predecessors ignored that elephant in the room and kept 

spending the public’s money on the trail when it kept failing to meet legal tests.  Commissioner 

Berschauer and Commissioner Starrett merely stopped the county’s financial bleeding; 

recognizing what experts and LUBA had been saying for three years.  This was acknowledged 

by ODOT to the previous BOC: 
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Myth:  The County was transparent 

False:  The County has not been transparent and the County officials’ conduct in 2020 is 

especially appalling.  But the problem with transparency is a long standing one for this trail.  

Commissioner Olson was concerned about the lack of transparency regarding the trail – in 2018: 

 

The emails expose considerable coordination and planning between Commissioner Kulla and 

aligned County officials regarding the trail, but few emails to Commissioner Starrett or Olsen 

explaining what Mr. Kulla and friends were up to on the County’s behalf.  That is not 

transparent.  For Mr. Kulla, transparency is in the eye of the beholder – for those who cross him, 

he raises the flag; for himself, not so much. 

 

Compare: 
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In private, going extraordinary lengths, Commissioner Kulla attempted to use county assets to 

hurt his political/trail opponents. 
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Myth:  County staff just doing their job 

Which Job?  The answer depends upon what job we are talking about and whether staff 

performed at critical periods when the county’s financial exposure was manageable.  And then, 

after it was clear the trail was not approvable, or at the least there was serious risk, was staff 

acting on their own personal agenda or the County’s?  So, first, what is staff’s job?  To advise 

the county Board of serious financial risk?  Did they do that, or did they view the concern as 

“bogus”?  The latter is what the paper trail says.  Is it staff’s job to lobby a position that is not 

approved by the governing body?  The record reveals no public meetings on the topics in the 

email chains of June to December 2020.  So exactly whose interests were County staff pursuing 

trying to kick out the Belts, give the old ROW to private interests and bad mouth an incoming 

commissioner?  Whose interests were staff pursuing in plotting ways to preserve the trail until a 

new BOC majority could be elected to thwart the one elected now from doing what they were 

elected to do?  Was changing the facts to suit the message they wished to convey “doing their 

job”?  Were trail PR campaigns and committees on public time part of their job?  Just who was 

in charge?   

So, for example, when answering how much longer it would take to finish the bridge, the answer 

depended upon the political position to advance.  So it was: 
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VERSUS 75%  done in representations  to ODOT: 

 

 

VERSUS 70 days left per Farline, on March 23, 2021: 
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F 

 

And then there were the county officials looking for opportunities to usurp the will of the voters 

with no regard for the financial risk this could create for county budgets and taxpayers … 
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Apparently, staff’s job includes slandering two sitting members of the Board of Commissioners 

and going to “war” with the electorate: 
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Pursuing political positions and dreaming up ethics complaints against sitting commissioners is 

not often considered “staff doing their job.” 
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Myth:  County staff advised the Commissioners of the significant risk of spending millions 

of state and federal dollars on a project before it had land use approval.   

Hard to know:  We have been unable to find any meeting minutes or correspondence where 

County Counsel or Administrator advised the Board of Commissioners of their significant 

exposure.  The Connect VI grant is clear: 

 

 

The lawyer for farmers adjoining the trail pointed out on numerous occasions that the County 

had significant liability if the County continued to spend state and federal money on the trail 

before land use approval was secured:   
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County Counsel, Mr Sadlo, characterize those concerns as “bogus,” acting on the county’s 

behalf: 

 

The farmers’ attorney again pointed out to Mr. Boenisch that he ought to advise the Board of 

Commissioners and not dismiss the concern: 

 

Myth:  Staff and decision makers respectful to members of the public. 
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False:  One need only read the latest county decision that LUBA remanded December 2020 to 

see this myth is false.  The “findings” are a collection of personal attacks upon the public 

participants and little more.  Other examples: 
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NOTE:  Mr. Huffer’s supposed “unfounded accusations” that he wanted to write Ms. 

Kellington’s clients to tell them they should fire her about, included her admonitions that the 

county should stop spending money on the trail because the county was gambling with an 

enormous repayment responsibility.  Instead of Mr. Huffer’s derisive thinking, perhaps he would 

have been wise to consider Ms. Kellington’s counsel.  Had he done so then, the county’s 

repayment obligations would (we think – the records are not “transparent” quite yet) been about 

half of what it is now (or less).   

Then, too, Mr. Sadlo, representing the county to Ms. Kellington (about the county’s exposure if 

the grant money is spent without trail approval in hand):  

 

Had the county bothered to consider Ms. Kellington’s comments, rather than name calling, the 

county’s Connect VI repayment exposure would be close to zero.   

Mr. Sadlo, on other participants with whom he disagrees: 
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About a well-respected Yamhill County farmer, Mr. Sadlo offered the following: 

 

Mr. Kulla, a quasi-judicial decisionmaker, on how farmers really do not know anything and 

cannot think for themselves: 

 

The latest trail decision dismissed even the concerns of the Carlton Fire Chief: 

 

Myth:  Until 2021, the Board of Commissioners supported the trail. 

False:  First, we do not know whether the trail would have gotten as far as it did if all 

commissioners were fully informed.  It appears likely that not all commissioners along the way 

were informed.  

Second, Commissioner Starrett always opposed the county incurring any obligations or spending 

public money on the trail until and unless it was shown to be lawful, including to meet the farm 

impacts test.  She continually warned the county that it should not be spending public grant 

money on the trail before it was approved because there would be liability to repay.   

Third, the trail was DOA in May 2018 when a majority voted against it – it was only revived 

after an hours-long ex parte contacts meeting with staff arm-twisting Commissioner Olson to 

change his vote.  Had they left this elected official alone, the trail would never have gotten as far 

as it did.  To recap, after the May 2018 public hearing, Commissioner Olson voted against the 

trail.  With Commissioner Starrett being of similar mind, it was denied in May 2018.  

Commissioner Olson believed  that the County should not move forward with spending grant 
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money on the trail until it was known if it was lawful.  It was only after he was strongarmed for 

hours by County Counsel and potentially other County officials that he relented to change his 

vote.   

 

Commissioner Olson noted that he felt bad about “disappointing Ken [Wright]”: 

 

So, in a highly unusual “reconsideration” vote that took place when Commissioner Starrett was 

on vacation (but participated by telephone even so), Commissioner Olson changed his vote and 

2-1 the trail was approved.  That beginning is not a strong endorsement and should have signaled 

the serious problems that lay ahead.   

Former Commissioner Kathy George testified she never would have supported the trail while she 

was commissioner had she known the true facts about it: 

 

Lesson:  The lesson is that the trail has converted a variety of county officials to trail acolytes 

who have been and still apparently are, unwilling or unable to see the truth about the trail, let it 

go, and work on a constructive way out.  How far they will go to get their way about the trail is 

unknowable.  The best thing the Commission can do is get good advice from a non-trail acolyte 

about how to (1) repay the money the acolytes exposed the county to repay, (2) sell or vacate the 

old ROW to repay some of that money, (3) audit how the county got to this place so it can never 

happen again, and (4) in no uncertain terms stop paying for a master plan for this trail that can 

never happen.    

The County must establish controls so that it never again allows itself to take on such an 

enormous financial liability promising to establish a project it has no idea if it can legally 

establish and without consulting its constituents who are the most adversely affected.  Had clear 

minds prevailed, the County would never have accepted the Connect VI grant - it could not 
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promise to build a trail on land zoned EFU unless and until the adjoining farmers were consulted 

and it was seen if it could ever pass EFU zone laws.  After an audit, the county can learn the 

extent of the failures and institute appropriate controls to put in place, so this debacle does not 

happen again.   


